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Relates to the physical body, heart or circulation. Creates the most friction. Friction attracts or repels;
money worries or obsessions; anger or unforgiveness; anxiety or nervousness

Clear Red

Powerful, healthy ego, passionate, energetic, competitive, sexual, passionate, romantic, happy.

Deep Red

Grounded, sensitive, realistic, active, strong will, survival oriented

Muddied Red
Pink

ORANGES
Clear Orange

Physical or emotional stress. Carrying a heavy load. Heavy fatigue or suffering from distress.
Compassion, loving, tender, sensitive, sensual, artistic, purity, selflessness.
Relates to reproductive organs and emotions. The color of vitality, vigor, good health and excitement.
Lots of energy and stamina, creative, productive, adventurous, courageous, outgoing social nature
Creative, intelligent, detail oriented, perfectionist, scientific. Can also represent transition in life patterns.

Mudied Orange

Experiencing emotional issues. May represent need to control people or situations in life. Currently experiencing
stress related to appetites and addictions;

YELLOWS

Relates to the spleen and life energy. It is the color of awakening, inspiration, intelligence and action
shared, creative, playful, optimistic, easy-going.

Yellow
Light Yellow

A yellow aura represents intellect, thinking, working faculties, joy, freedom, non-attachment, freeing or releasing vital forces.. Thus a
person with a strong yellow aura is a lover of learning and enjoys the mental stimulation of new ideas, concepts and facts. Childlike
enthusiasm. Techers and students often have yellow auras.
Emerging psychic and spiritual awareness; optimism and hopefulness; positive excitement about new ideas.

Muddied Yellow

Struggling to maintain power and control in a personal or business relationship; fear of losing control, prestige,
respect, and/or power. overly analytical to the point of feeling fatigued or stressed; trying to make up for "lost time"
by learning everything all at once.

GREEN

Relates to heart and lungs. It is a very comfortable, healthy color of nature. When seen in the aura this
usually represents growth and balance, and most of all, something that leads to change. Love of people,
animals, nature; teacher; social

Light Green

Green

Creative with heart, communicative
balance, calming, charming, sensual, sensible natural healers. A person with a vibrant green aura is an indication
that they have a great capacity for healing and caring. If the green is present for only a short period of time, this
could indicate that some healing is taking place within that person's body. When located in the arms, it represents
the ability to channel healing and love to others
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BLUES
Blue

Indigo/ Dark Blue
Turquoise/Light Blue
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Relates to the throat, thyroid. Cool, calm, and collected. Caring, loving, love to help others, sensitive, intuitive.
Third eye, visual and pituitary gland. Intuitive, sensitive, deep feeling. Strong spiritual connection to the source,
meditative mature soul.
a calm, relaxed, reserved, and balanced, spiritual individual. Reflects the higher realms of our mental capabilities. A person with a strong
blue aura is likely to be highly intuitive and imaginative. Also means that a person has more of a spiritual outlook on life and may not
be motivated by the search for material things. A bright blue hue indicates that the person is receiving and/or transmitting energy or is in
telepathic communication.
Color of the light worker. Spiritual healing energy, Psychic. Peacefulness, clarity and communication; truthful; intuitive. Dynamic
personality, may have a restless mind…searching for the light

PURPLES

Relates to crown, pineal gland and nervous system. The most sensitive and wisest of colors. This is the intuitive color in
the aura, and reveals psychic power of attunement with self. Intuitive, visionary, futuristic, idealistic, artistic, magical.

Violet

Violet is the color of the higher self. A strong violet aura indicates that the person is likely to be strongly connected to their higher
values and purpose in life. Also indicates a high level of intuition and truly spiritual thinking. It indicates that the person is motivated by
what is right. People with purple in their auras are often spiritual teachers, leaders, and healers. Clairvoyants, inward seekers. Visionary beings.

Lilac/Light Purple

Imagination, visionary, daydreamer, etheric.Compassion opening up to higher dimensions…

OTHER COLORS
Silver

Gold

Spiritual energy and power activated and awakened; an inspired person.
The color of enlightenment and divine protection. When seen within the aura, it says that the person is being guided
by their highest good. It is divine guidance. Protection, wisdom, inner knowledge, spiritual mind, intuitive thinker.
Can also often be a protective shield that is put up to guard against negative people or energy.

White

White is a color of purity and truth. A pure white aura is extremely rare.
Can indicate spirit or angelic energy in the auric field

Black

The appearance of black in an aura is the absence of color instead of the color itself. There will usually be some sort of damage wh

Grey

Residue of fear, depression or stress is accumulating in the body, with a potential for health problems, especially if gray clusters seen
in specific areas of the body

